
 

 
 
 

AUSTIN PAST AND PRESENT  DEMO 
 

The following pages use still frames from Aust in Past  and Present  to give an 
overview of the project. The selected stills demonstrate the navigation 
features, highlight the use of video and photographs, and guide users 

through the project’s major focal points. 
 

 



Home Page

This page is the gateway to the project, where users decide to navigate by 
location (Geo-Tour) or by chronological events (Time-Tour).



Geo-Tour Main Page

This is the home page of the Geo-Tours, which detail every area of Austin. 
By clicking the icons, users can explore their favorite neighborhoods. 



Geo-Tour Main Page

When passing over an icon, its respective region will highlight as shown 
above. The user can then click to view the area in more detail. See next page.  



Geo-Tour: South Austin

This South Austin GeoTour shows the detail with which users can view each area. 
Every icon links to informational pages with text and photos. The map also features 

animations like the butterfly in flight shown here.  



GeoTour Video

This is a still frame of a video featured in the 
Shoal Creek section of the Central Austin GeoTour. 



Time Tour Main Page

This page is the gateway to each time period. Users can click the arrows on either side 
of the timeline to move closer to the present or further into the past, 

clicking on specific eras to learn more.  



Time Tour Timeline

This TimeTour section also contains a timeline that users navigate using the arrows on 
either side of the line.  Each milestone contains a larger description. Here, the era listed 

as “Circa 135 million years ago to 65 million” is described in more detail. 



Time Tour Biographies

This screen shows how biography photos appear when displayed without text. 
To view the biographical information, users click on the photo. See next page.



Biographies

This screen illustrates how biographical photos and text are displayed 
together. Users scroll down the text to view the full biography.



Time Tour Videos

These are still frames of two different videos featured in the 
“City of the Violet Crown” era of the TimeTour. 



Index

This page offers three ways to search the entire project - 
by people, places and subjects.
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